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A word

from the President

MWA continues its efforts to promote a

healthy watershed and lakes. Our most
recent project toward this end is the award
of a $50,000.00 grant from Vermont Fish
and Wildlife through funding from the
Great Lakes Fisheries Commission. The
funding is to realize riparian restoration
along the Johns River. This project will be
managed by MWA's newest emPloYee,
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MWA two storm water design projects are

ready for implementation.

of the so-call Marina project in the very
near future. Both of these projects will
into the Lake.
Funding has also been awarded to MWA for the development of a stormwater
project and a wetland restoration project within the MemphremaSog watershed' This
design and development will lead to implementation in the next year.
be on the
MWA,s youth Discovery Program is back after a COVID year off. YDP will
',1.
discovery
some
beach at Prouty the weeks of May 25 and June We anticipate doing
with approximately'100 3rd graders. ln addition to the traditional discovery our
watershed address, the purpose of a buffer zone, rain garden, meeting some
interesting creatures that call the close shoreline home, MWA will be introducing some
new activities. We welcome the students back and look forward to developing a new
program next year for 4th grade that will add to the students' awareness'
please look for a new and improved MWA website with more features and
information.
MWA looks forward to seeing you in person this coming year for some informative
and fun activities we have planned.
ln the meantime stay safe and enjoy our beautiful environment.
David Converse, President MWA
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Northwoods Stewa rdsh i P Center
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Events

une

at Eagles Point with Friends
of the Missisquoi Wildlife Refuge

5 - Bird Walk

July
TBD - MemPhremagog Paddle

August
7 - Boat Parade
14 - Rain Date for Boat Parade
TBD - Memphremagog Paddle - check
the website for details as
summer approaches
TBD - Phragmites Pull at Prouty Beach
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New Board Members and Watershed Expert

Tom Latta, current President of

Newport Marina

Condominium

Association and board member of
the Newport Harbor Commission,
has spent every summer of his life
on Lake Memphremagog in Canada.
Tom was involved with MCI in the
70s and 80s. lt's apparent that Tom's
passion is for Lake Memphremagog
and his goal is to help preserve and
protect it. ln retirement, Tom and

..'.,lii:
Born and raised in Morgan, Vermont,
Heather Murphy spent her
childhood exploring SeYmour lake;
this rural
and growing
deeP
community fostered

up in

a

appreciation for the environment. ln
high school, Heather was bit bY the
science bug and joined the
Watershed
Memphremagog
Association (MWA) as the first
honorary student board member. ln
her time with the MWA she led a
buffer planting on Crystal Lake and
attended monthly board meeting to

his wife have started Runabout

Renovations, rebuilding and
refinishing antique and classic
boats.

Patrick Hurley is a water resource
scientist and restoration ecologist
with Windenwater LLC, where he
works to assess, design, and
implement aquatic resource
conservation and restoration
projects. Returning to Vermont
after 8 years in western Montana,
Patrick recently began helping
MWA and DEC with 5-year Tactical
Basin Plan updates while exploring
potential riparian restoration
programs in the watershed. He
and his partner, a science teacher,
spend their free time skiing, hiking,
and paddling with their two dogs,
Arlo and Mya.

learn more about her

watershed.

local

give back to her
community, Heather enrolled in
Northern Vermont U niversitY
Determined

to

Johnson (NVU) where she pursued

a

in

Environmental Science
with a focus in water quality related
issues. Since graduating from NVU in
2017, she has worked seasonallY for
the Vermont DePartment of

degree

Environmental Conservation - Lakes
and Ponds Program and is currentlY
in the pursuit of a Master's of Science
degree in Lake Management from
SUNY - College at Oneonta.
Heather is excited to be back on the
MWA's board and hopes to bring her
new skills back to the community
that sparked her love of all things
water.

Spring at the Vermont's North Country
Chamber of Commerce Building Rain
Garden on the Clyde River in Newport.

This demonstration garden serves as a
buffer along the river. The garden was
planted in 2016 by MWA volunteers and
is currently cared for bY Columbia
Forest Prod ucts em ployees.
Photo courtesy of Mary Pat Goulding
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Tactical Basin 17
five years the Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation reviews, updates, and revises the

Every
Tactical Basin plans for the 17 watershed basins in Vermont, MWA is working with the DEC to provide updates and
strategic planning for the Basin 17 Tactical Basin Plan (TBP), with the final version due in December 2022' MWA's
watershed advisor to the board and Agency of Natural Resources Watershed Supervisor, Ben Copans, and
watershed consultant, patrick Hurley, are working with the MWA and other partners in our watershed to review

our TBp. ln the four years since the 2017 tactical basin plan was published, there have been several significant
accomplishments. But there is still a lot of work to do to restore and protect the waters in the Lake
Memphremagog Watershed. As noted in the tactical basin plan most of the efforts to restore water quality around
the basin require coordination of many organizations and the support of local landowners to implement. Progress
has been made across many different land uses including addressing stormwater runoff, road erosion, runoff
from agricultural lands, and other lakeshore runoff. ln total these efforts have reduced phosphorus loading to
Lake Memphremagog by nearly 1300 kglyr which is about 7o/o of the reductions set for the lake'
The TBP includes a recommendation to
establish a Stormwater Collaborative to
support the implementation of stormwater
practices around the watershed. MWA has
been and will continue to be a leader in this
collaborative, meeting with partners to discuss
and plan projects that reduce phosphorus
loading in Lake Memphremagog. The MWA
has been the leader in the completion of two
stormwater designs to treat stormwater
runoff from significant portions of the City of
Newport Stormwater system. Funding to
implement at least one of these designs is
going to be pursued over the next year. ln
addition to these designs, the
Memphremagog Stormwater Collaborative
initiated Lake Wise mentoring to share Lake
Wise expertise between Lake Associations and
to support shared technical resources and

grant funding for best
management practices (BMP) and

coordinated
lmage from Vermont Agency of Natural Resources

implementation. Several partners - VT DEC,
NorthWoods Stewardship Center, and individual lake associations - have collaborated with MWA in this effort
which has supported a large number of Lake Wise assessments and follow up practices. Two lakes in the
watershed have been awarded Gold Lake Wise status (Seymour and Echo Lakes). And in the Fall of 2020, residents
on Shadow and Salem Lakes were given Lake Wise certification.
The Tactical basin plan also included a strategy to complete Lake Wise practices at Brighton State Park, Shadow
Lake Beach, Lake Willoughby (north end), and Coutts Moriarty Camp on Lake Salem, with the purpose of increasing
visibility of BMp practices and the Lake Wise program. Lake Wise practices have been installed at 3 of these four
locations, while a grant to design Lake Wise practices at the south end of Lake Willoughby is in the works.
Additionally, the Memphremagog Watershed Association supported the installation of a major lakeshore
restoration and stormwater practices at Prouty Beach in the summer of 2020.
The 2017 rBp also included a strategy to "develop regional collaboration for completing assessments to meet
municipal Road General permit requirements and help towns prioritize implementation of projects that address
road segments with significant water quality impacts." The North East Kingdom Rivers and Roads workgroup has
been actively meeting with representatives from MWA, conservation districts, NVDA, VTrans, and NorthWoods, and
has provided the needed supportto help all towns in the basin get a Road Erosion lnventory completed in spite of
the limited resources that many of the watershed towns have to support these efforts.
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The plan also included strategies to support the development of Nutrient Management Plans (NMPs) for all certified
farms in the basin, and continuing to work with farmers over time to implement these NMPs. This goal has been
largely meq all but a handful of certified farms in the watershed now have current NMPs. The Orleans County NRCD
meets, annually, with many farmers to support the implementation of NMPs. To further support these efforts, the
plan included a recommendation to include a nutritionist on the local agricultural workgroup. This has helped to
support further opportunities to reduce phosphorus imbalances in the watershed. The plan includes
recommendations to "complete targeted water quality sampling on 5-10 farms to help identify source areas and
evaluate nutrient reductions achieved through BMP implementation" and to "publish success stories where farmers
have installed BMp practices and seen improved farm operations and improved water quality conditions." This
monitoring program has been successfully carried out, showing statistically significant phosphorus reductions at 3
farms in the basin after BMPs were implemented. See the success story here: MWA.Nonpoint source.Newsletter
Funding for water quality restoration projects in the Lake Memphremagog Watershed has substantially increased
since the publication of the tactical basin plan, with an increase in a USDA Regional Conservation Partnership Grant,

from $674,000 for 5 years to $850,000 over the next five years plus the addition of $500,000 in annual Great Lakes
Fisheries Commission funding. Both of these funding sources focus on the Lake Memphremagog Watershed,
helping to support targeted riparian restoration effort to improve fisheries and water quality conditions.
What does the next 5 years of tactical basin planning have in store? Well there is plenty of work to be done. So
far, MWA has received valuable input from NorthWoods, Newport City, Derby, Brighton, Glover, Barton, Morgan,
and Wrans, regarding project updates and development efforts. MWA hosted the first Stormwater Collaborative
Meeting for 2O2i and will be involved in the upcoming Basin Water Quality Council meetings as the Clean Water
Service providers come online. MWA is continuing to collect information related to ongoing TBP efforts,
coordinating with local and regional partners, and looking forward to the public input regarding basin planning
efforts. Some of these future efforts include the implementation of large scale stormwater practices, and the
establishment of a new funding program which will provide hundreds of thousands of dollars each year to a Clean
Water Service provider to reduce phosphorus loading to Lake Memphremagog. ln addition to this, lake watershed
action plans are proposed for several lakes in the watershed to target restoration efforts to address the causes of
increasing nutrient trends, and efforts to look into Brown Bullhead lesions and other issues that have arisen since
the last plan or that are identified during the tactical basin planning process.
The Tactical Basin Plan for the Memphremagog Watershed can be found at:
https://decvgfmontgov/water-investment/watershed-pl-Annlng/tactical-basin-planning/basin17
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Serenity on Johns River
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Photo courtesy of Valerie Dillon

Watershed Signage I nitiative
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into the
MWA, with support from MCl, is spearheading an initiative to erect signs at all roads where they cross
Memphremagog Watershed in Vermont and Quebec. This is a longer term plan which requires approval from the
respective road authorities on both sides of the border. These road signs will help raise awareness, support our
public education efforts, and
promote the imPortance of
preserving our watershed. This is
a proposed version for the
Vermont side based on state road
sign norms; in Quebec the signage
would follow provincial rules and
regulations and the language
prominence would be reversed.
Stay tuned as our initiative
progresses!

Riparian Buffers for Fisheries and Water Quality
MWA was awarded $50,000 by the Great Lakes Fisheries Commission through the VT Department of Fish &
Wildlife to build capacity and develop riparian buffer projects on the Johns River. The goals of these projects are to
enhance fishery habitat and water quality in an important tributary of Lake Memphremagog. Over the next year,
this funding will be used to perform streambank lands assessments, identify and develop conservation and
restoration opportunities, perform landowner outreach and coordination, and support MWA as a watershed
organization leading conservation efforts in the basin. After applying for funding through VT Department of Fish
and Wildlife, MWA hired patrick Hurley to act as the project manager for capacity building and riparian buffer
projects.

MWA anticipates WUV Project Development Grant
MWA recently submitted an application to Watersheds United Vermont's Project Development Block Grant
program. We requested approximately $8,824 to develop and progress stormwater management and wetland
restoration efforts. Two stormwater projects, in Barton and Glover, respectively, were selected from the
Memphremagog Stormwater Master Plan for further coordination and development. ln addition, MWA plans to
perform project screening, outreach, and development for select wetland restoration opportunities that span the
watershed. patrick Hurley wrote the WUV application and will develop, design, and implement projects that are
identified through the development screening efforts.

Stewards of the Lakes
Serena and
Bronson who
have a heavy duty
magnet, do some
magnet fishing.
They have been
pulling items out
of Lake
Memphremagog.

Apparently they
have even pulled
out a couple of
bicycles.

DUMP aNd MWA tO MECt
Recognizing their mutual concern for the water quality of
Lake Memphremagog, the concerned citizen group, DUMP Don't Undermine Memphremagog's Purity - and the MWA
have planned a meeting, scheduled for May 19' The goal of
the meeting is for each group to come to an understanding
of the mission and goals for the other and to assess where '
those goals overlap. Both groups believe that environmental ;:
"l
threat, including PFAS, are of concern in the watershed and

hope to find a means of effectively working together to
educate the public on what they can do to reduce these

threats

;
$

*s
$
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Recruiting - Volunteer Cyanobacteria Monitors for Lake Memphremagog.
Volunteer cyanobacteria monitors make visual observations, "and along with staff from the Vermont
Departments of Health and Environmental Conseryation, file weekly online reports that are then displayed on the
web based Cyanobacteria Tracker Map. The program helps citizens, along with health, environmental and
recreational officials, assess the safety of our beaches. lt also provides important data to help us further understand
when and why blooms occur."
modified from https://www.healthvermont.gov/tracking/cyanobacteria-tracker
Volunteer cyanobacteria monitor training provides an overview of cyanobacteria and the risks it poses to people
and pets. Volunteer monitors are introduced to best methods to visually recognize cyanobacteria (including
distinguish it from look-alikes). lnformation is provided on how to document through photographs and water
sampling. Findings are reported via online Web Tracker system. Volunteer are in high demand - we are extrq eyes on
the water!The weekly data collected during the monitoring season is very important to better understand the over
all water quality trends.
So why is cyanobacteria (formotty referred to as blue-green olgae) a problem? The short answers is the potential to
release harmful toxins. You can't see the toxins. That takes a special test. Though it is not known yet why sometimes
these natural process happens, while othertimes not. Cyanobacteria have been on earth for billions of years and
are naturally found in freshwaters around the world. What is known is that some species in Vermont waters do
release cyanotoxins. Some of these are harmful to both human heath and animals.
Cyanobacteria thrive in water rich in nutrients like phosphorus and nitrogen. Especially during warm sunny days
of summer and fall, they can multiply quickly to form surface scums and dense populations known as blooms' The
good news is that there are many efforts to better manage water quality to lessen bloom potential.
For more information about volunteering to monitor cyanobacteria in Lake Memphremagog or questions about
this article, please contact memphremagogwatershed@gmail.com or leave a message at8O2.487.0160.
Volunteer cyanobacteria monitor training options will be posted late spring I early summer.

Photos courtesY of Valerie Dillon

MCI and MWA Partnership
Starting with our next newsletter, we'll begin a regular column by our very own Douglas Casson Coutts, MWA
Board member, who is also on the board of our partner and counterpart organization Memphr6magog
Conservation, lnc. (MCl). He'll update us on their work and the various activities they are undertaking on the rest of
the lake and in the watershed.
Because we are connected by our concern for all things water, MCI and MWA each appoint a board member
liason. peter Lepine from MCI attends MWA meetings and shares ideas and concerns while Doug Coutts, from
MWA, reciprocates. Retired UN humanitarian aid worker (World Food Programme) and UN diplomat, professor
emeritus, former USDA and US Congressional staffer, Doug and his wife Lynne live in Auburn, Alabama and spend
the summers on Derby pond. Born and raised around the Great Lakes in Michigan and Ontario, a dual citizen of
Canada/USA, he is dedicated to providing opportunities for youth to learn about, appreciate and eventually help
preserve Lake Memphremagog and it's watershed'

Citizen Science OPPortunities
we need your help: Become

a
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vermont Invasive Patroller!

With more than
detection is vrtal to protecting Vermont's water bodles from harmful invasive plants and animals.
efforts. Vermont Invasive Patrollers
BOO lakes and ponds throughout the state, volunteers play a key role in our surveying
(Vlps) monitor water bodies for new introductions of invasive species and reporl their findings
to the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC)."
source and for more information: checkout the DEc VIP website

,,Early

https://dec.vermont.gov/watershed/lakes-ponds/aquatic'invasives/monitoring/vips
has hosted
The Memphremagog Watershed Association (MWA) helps link up volunteers for Lake Memphremagog. MWA
will be virtual or
local trarning sessions for the watershed. This year the decision is still pending as to whether the training
a hybrid option. Stay luned, more news to come.
involves
A patroller for aquatic invasive species, needs to be willing to learn and able to conduct a survey' The survey
common
looking for aquatic invasives in a designates area, preferably twlce a summer. A kayak or canoe are the most
get a better look.
means of getting around. Sometimes it is interesting to do some localized snorkeling or sampling to
patroller to schedule
What you may see during the early summer may be different later in the seasonl But it is up to the
The training focus
website.
VIP
DEC
their survey and submit their data sheet to DEC, More information is available on the
common plants
is on recognizrngthe invasives (plant & animal) known or potential as well as an intro to some of the

found

rn

Vermont lakes & Ponds.

you to the
lnterested? Let MWA know and we can linkyou up with local lake associations who are always happyto add
ranks of Lake Memphremagog patrollers, Contact memphremagogwatershed@gmail.com or phone 802.487.0160
ead

Photo courtesy of Valerie Dillon

MWA

to Manage Aquatic Nuisance Program, once again

(WDEC)'s
MWA will again be the regional coordinator for Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation
Aquatic Nuisance Control Environmental Stewardship Program. MWA manages this grant as a liaison between the
state and the towns of Brighton, Derby, Glover, Maidstone, Morgan, Newport Center and Westmore. A total of
$74,42'will be distributed to offset some of the local costs forthe local lake associations'Sreeter and milfoil control
programs. MWA is very pleased to be able to assist our local lake associations with their continuing efforts to control
just a small financial
and eliminate the spread of aquatic invasive species. This incredibly worthwhile program gives
volunteers'
boost to these programs that continue thanks to the incredible effort and time of many dedicated

Lake wise award on Salem Lake
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Tim Votapka is among the third generation of family members
who have made Salem Lake a summer home since 1938. The
fact that some 380 miles lay between his little blue camp on the
west side of the lake and his year-round residence on the north
shore of Long lsland does little to diminish the connection he
has to this wonderful little spot in the Northeast Kingdom. Tim
has been active with the Salem Lakes Preservation Association
for many years. lf he had a post, it would best be entitled
"Communications Director," as producer of the organization's
magazine-quality newsletter Lake Front, along with the group's
website (salemlakesvt.org) and its social media properties on
Facebook, lnstagram, Twitter and Linkedln. He has also put in
volunteer time to assist with local dive and Eurasian Water Milfoil (EWM) patrols during
the summer, documenting activities with his trusty Nikon camera and eye for great
Lake Ut|ise *urard
four
goes
back
over
that
communications
creative
images. With a career in publishing and
decades, it's no wonder how strong of a pull Vermont has on Tim. That state has a long
list of writers, artists and musical composers who have drawn much of their inspiration
from the energy that flows throughout the Green Mountains. His short stories do a
remarkable job of pulling readers back into warm recollections and experiences at the
lake, from remarkable fish tales to memories of Grandma or Grandpa.
Lake Friendly
As a landscape photographer, Tim has a deep appreciation for nature and his property
tiving
reflects that. There are no concrete walls or asphalt walkways around his camp. He parks
his car on bluestone gravel in a clearing way back from the waterfront. His yard areas are
carpeted by naturalvegetation and the waterfront itself is lined by natural rock and plants
that have been there for as long as memory serves. He even uses logs from fallen trees to line the borders of anY
garden beds he cultivates between May and October'
*€Hl|dqda#lM

MWA ScholarshiPs
MWA has awarded scholarships to two North Country Union High School seniors, Sterling Choquette and Corbin
Brueck. The association has been awarding scholarships to graduating secondary school students interested in
pursuingfurthereducation in the sciences, particularly but not limited to environmental science, since 2012. ln past
years, studentsfrom each of the secondaryschools in the Memphremagogwatershed have received scholarships.
These include Craftsbury Academy, Lake Region H.S., North Country H.S., and United Christian Academy. Mr'
Choquette is interesting in a career as a wetland biologist and Mr. Brueck will be studying Ecology and
Environmental Science. Both have grown up with a depth of experience and deep appreciation for the natural world.
MWA wishes them both well in their studies'

Words from Corbin
I'm a kid who has always liked being in motion. For as long as I can remember,
I've been skiing Burke and Jay, mountain biking MSTF trails, rope swinging into
local ponds and lakes, paddling rapids on the Clyde, Black, and CT rivers, and
competing in basketball, soccer track, and tennis. Although I love the Kingdom,
travel has also been a big part of my life. At 13 months old I was chasing red
jungle fowl on a family vacation to KOke'e State Park on Kauai. At 10 years old
caught my first tarantula in a remote slick-rock canyon in the Grand Staircase of
the Escalante. By 14 years old, lhad twice paddled the 243-mile length of
Vermont on the Connecticut River. Other adventures have found me paddling
over alligators in Everglades National Park, tracking down Three-wattled Bellbirds
in cloud forests, and surfing Caribbean waves teaming with skates and rays. l'm
very much looking to forward to the opportunities and experiences ahead during
the next 4years at Montana State University and am grateful for the scholarship
provided by Memphremagog Watershed Association.
I

Upcoming Events - check them out on our website!
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2021Bird walk at Eagle Point. Preregistration req u i red.

Friends of the Missisquoi leod
bird wolk ot Eogle Point

Locatron: Eagle Point. DerbY, VT
Vermont Fish & Wildlife Wildlife Management
Area, a unit of U.S. Missisquoi National Wildlife
Dafr
roa
\L r ut)L.
r

When: June 5, 2021. Rendez-vous 8AM.

Duration 2-3 hours
Join the Frrends of the Missisquoi National
Wildlife Refuge (Friends) and co-host, the
M

emph remagog Watershed Association (N/WA)

for a morning of birding and exploration.
Sign up at the Friends website
http://friendsofm issisquoi.org U pcom i ng
events or Calendar Page.

Phragmites Pull at ProutY
The MWA, Vermont Land Trust, and the City of Newport are
partnering to remove the invasive reed, Phragmites australis
from the newly created bike path. As well as removing a plant
that disturbs and limits the natural ecosystem, the partners
will be improving the lake view from the trail. Won't you join
us for a couple hours of outdoor camaraderie?

August 7, August 14 Ra"in Date
Pa.r^a-de begins a.t 6:00 Prn
Mem ph

For detoils ond to Register:
remo gogWotershedAssociotion.com

View of Common Reed olong the new bike trail connector that

the City of Newport started constructing last spring.

View of the same area

from the woter.

Do not be deceived by the beauty of the Common Reed. Like other
invasives such as yellow flag iris and purple loosestrife, the negatives
far outweigh the aesthetic appeal of these non-natives'
Photos cortesy of Valerie Dillon

Continue Strengthening Memphremagog Watershed Association

The Memphremagog Watershed Association (MWA) is a membership supported non-profit
organization located in Vermont’s Northeast Kingdom. Each year, your contributions, be it
through volunteering, membership fees, or annual donations, make our work possible.
Your generosity directly supports MWA’s programs such as shoreline restorations, streambank
assessments, stormwater retrofits, aquatic invasive species prevention, and education. These
efforts at a local level protect, preserve, and improve our watershed which includes 22 lakes and
ponds as well as the innumerable rivers and streams that extend east to Brighton, south to
Craftsbury, west to Lowell, and north to Canada. Invest now in the recreational and aesthetic j
Please renew your membership now by returning the membership form below with your check,
mail a one-time donation, or go online to www.mwavt.org to join or donate with a credit card.
Looking for a way to get outside and support clean water, why not volunteer? Contact us at
mwa@mwavt.org to learn about volunteering opportunities.
You can also learn more about our organization, programs, and upcoming events at
www.mwavt.org

MWA Membership Form 2021

Please Check:
___ Student ($5)
___ Member Level ($25-$49)
___ Sponsor Level ($50- $99)
___ Patron Level ($100+)
Name or Business: ______________________________________
Address: ___________________________________ City________________
State______ Zip Code_______
Email__________________________________________
Contact Preference (Please Check): ____Mailbox or ___ Email
Please mail this completed form and your membership check to: MWA PO Box 513 Newport,
VT 05855 or go to www.mwavt.org and renew via Paypal - be sure to hit the donate button
after you submit your application.
Many Thank

